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Upon arriving in Buenos Aires the next morning a Trek rep will meet the group and assist you with your guns.  This takes 
about one hour.  After clearance we will be escorted to the domestic airport for our flight to Tucuman.  It is a two-hour 

flight to Tucuman.  Gustavo Olsen will meet you at the airport and transfer you to the Inti Malal Lodge.  It is a 60-minute drive 
to the lodge.

Inti Malal Lodge, Argentina 

Getting There
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This wonderful place has been developped by    
Gustavo Olsen and his family, to welcome all 

their hunting guests. Due to its pristine environ-
ment, first class design and decoration, comfort-
able space distribution and furniture, Inti Malal now 
leads the accomodation services in the region. If  
you are devoted to wing shooting, Tucumán and 
Santiago del Estero provinces, in the northwest 
of  Argentina are, without hesitation, a challenging 
as well as amazing option. Gustavo Olsen boasts a 
central location and exclusive agreements holding 
an operation for over 10 thousand hectares of  land 
around the lodge. 

The Outfitter

The Hunting
Dove hunting in Tucuman is a little different than other
areas of  Argentina. You are up early and out to the field 
for a three-four hour hunt. After the hunt we will go back 
to the lodge for lunch and siesta before heading back out 
for the afternoon hunt. We will shoot over sorghum and 
sunflower fields in the morning and either waterholes or 
roots in the afternoon. The afternoon waterhole hunts 
are a sight to behold; many thousands dove circling small 
potholes or lagoons. Drastic topographic changes and 
vegetation diversity, make of  this region an extremely wild 
and overwhelming spot. In this environment, with several 
ruralized areas, dove have found an ideal space for 
proliferation, nowadays of  alarming proportions.

The Inti Malal Lodge sits on 225 acres and has 14,000 square feet of  comfort, offering eight bedrooms all with 
private baths, a Jacuzzi with spa and dry sauna, a large living area and a veranda with a deck and fire pit that 

overlooks 80 acres of  sorghum and sunflower. Gustavo has made sure his wine cellar represents Medoza’s finest wine 
as well as imported Cuban cigars for those who wish. The chef  from Hosteria San Huberto, the Olsen family’s world 
class and wildly popular trout lodge in Patagonia, will arrange meals. An exhuberant vegetable garden cooperates 
with chef  Javier Painefilu to offer healthy and delicious dishes for our guests, including traditional meals and chef´s 
specialties.

The Accommodations
Each trip is an eight day- seven-night adventure with four full days of  shooting. This trip starts in Buenos Aires when  you 

arrive in Argentina. Our agent will collect you, and assist with your gun papers and then make the private transfer to the 
domestic airport for your flight to Tucuman. Gustavo Olsen will meet you in Tucuman and drive you one hour to the Inti Malal 
Lodge, where time permitting you will have an afternoon shoot. The next four days are full wigshooting days broken into a 
morning and afternoon session with lunch and nap in between. On the last day Gustavo will take you back to Tucuman for 
the flight to Buenos Aires where our agent will again assist with a private transfer and gun clearance.
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